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ABSTRACT 
A conjecture of Hoer1 and Kennard on a property of least squares estimators is 
established in a general setup. 
Throughout this note X denotes a matrix of order n X m and rank r; Xi 
denotes the r x m submatrix of X formed by its r rows indexed by i, i 
ranging over all 
( 1 
14 possible choices of r rows out of n rows of X and Ci 
denotes the summation taken over all these F values of i. d i denotes 
( 1 
IXi X(1, and d(X) denotes the product of nonzero eigenvalues of X ‘X. 
The following lemma is easy to establish: 
LEMMA. d(x)=C,d,. 
COROLLARY. For any k > T, 
where d; = d(X,) if the rank of X, is r and 0 otherwise, X, is the k x m 
submutrix of X formed by its k rows indexed by t, and C, denotes the 
summation taken over all the F possible choices oft. 
( 1 
The corollary follows from the above lemma and elementary combinatorial 
results. 
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Consider the standard linear model (Y, X/3, a2Z), where X is an n X m 
matrix of known elements, p is an m x 1 vector of unknown parameters, and 
Y is an n X 1 observation vector with expectation X/? and dispersion matrix 
a2Z. Then the least squares estimator of p is given by 
(XXP’X’Y iftherankofxism, 
( X ‘X > X ‘Y otherwise, 
where (X ‘X ) ~ is any generalized inverse of X ‘X. 
Let Y, denote the r x 1 subvector of Y corresponding to Xi, and /$ 
denote the least-squares estimator of p based on Xi and Y, only. Then we 
have 
When X is of rank m, it is proved in [2] that the least squares estimator /? is a 
weighted average of the pi, that is, 
where wi = ] Xi ] “/xi ]Xi ] 2. In [l] it is conjectured that the above result holds 
even if the Xi are of order k X n for k > r. The following theorem establishes 
(1) even when X is deficient in rank, and the following corollary asserts the 
above conjecture in the same general setup by choosing the weights wi as 
di/Cidi. 
THEOREM. I&w,& is a least squares estimator of /? based on X and Y, 
where wi = di/Cidi. 
Proof. Let X, be an n X r submatrix of X with columns forming a set of 
independent columns of X, and T be such that X = XJ. Further let Zi be 
such that Xi = ZiT. Now using the result of [2] we have 
(xix,) -lx;y = CWi(Z,iZi) ~ lzyj 
[since Xibi = X,(X:X,)-X,Y, = Z,(Z:Z,))Z~Y,], where wi = (Zi12/CilZi12 = 
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IZzZil/~,(Z~Zil = (X(X,l/C,(X(X,( = di/xidi. Premultiplying both sides by 
X,, we have 
xb(x~xb)-lx~Y=x(x’x)-x’Y=x~wipi, 
i 
which implies Ciwi& is a least squares estimator of p based on X and Y. w 
COROLLARY. For any k > T, I&u& is a least squares estimator of fi 
based on X and Y, where B, is least squares estimator of p based on X, and 
Y,, and w1 = di/Z:,d;. Here X, and Y, are a.s in the previous corollary. 
The corollary follows from the above theorem and Corollary 1. 
The authors wish to thank the referee for suggesting the elegant proof of 
the above theorem in place of a very lengthy one. 
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